Next-Generation Sequencing to Help Monitor Patients Infected with HIV: Ready for Clinical Use?
Given the extreme variability of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and its ability to replicate as complex viral populations, HIV variants with reduced susceptibility to antiretroviral drugs or with specific coreceptor tropism (CCR5 and/or CXCR4) may be present as minority members of the viral quasispecies. The sensitivity of current HIV genotypic or phenotypic assays is limited, and thus, these tests usually fail to detect low-abundance viral variants. Next-generation (deep) sequencing (NGS) produces an enormous amount of information that allows the detection of minority HIV variants at levels unimaginable using standard Sanger sequencing. NGS technologies continue to evolve, opening new and more affordable opportunities to implement this methodology in clinical laboratories, and HIV is not an exception. The ample use of a battery of more effective antiretroviral drugs, together with careful patient monitoring based on HIV resistance testing, has resulted in HIV-infected patients whose disease is usually well-controlled. The vast majority of adherent patients without detectable resistance become virologically suppressed; however, a subset of these patients with undetectable resistance by standard methods may fail antiretroviral therapy, perhaps due to the presence of minority HIV-resistant variants. Novel NGS-based HIV assays with increased sensitivity for identifying low-level drug resistance and/or coreceptor tropism may play an important role in the success of antiretroviral treatments.